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4.Deeping Form 

 

①Transcribe Assumed My Sentence and words/phrases you double-underlined at 3. Felt Sense Form, and feel newly 

your felt sense at first 

Assumed My Sentence 
  This feeling is【                                  】. 

② Remove double-underlined word of ①【 】 and transcribe rest of ① 

  This feeling is【                                  】 

③The word you underlined at ② is Keyword 1. 

Keyword １（                     ） 

④Write down general meaning of Keyword 1. 

 
⑤Feel the margin of ② and write down the feeling sensation of felt sense that you want to express using keyword 1. 

You can write freely that you want to express.  

 
⑥Put 「,,,」 at the end of sentence and finish it. Underline the wiggle line to 2 or 3 phrases that you think important. 

⑦Choose one word you want to focus more deeply from wiggle-lined terms/phrases at ⑥ , and word you chose is 

Keyword 2. Keyword ２（                     ） 

⑧Write down general meaning of keyword 2. 

 
⑨Likewise Keyword 1, write down general meaning and fest sense of Keyword 2. You can write freely that you want to 

express.  

 
⑩You can finish this process by putting 「,,,」 to end of the word.  Underline the wiggle line to 2 or 3 phrases that you 

feel are important. 

⑪Choose one word you want to focus most deeply from wiggle-lined terms/phrases at ⑩, and word you chose is 

Keyword 3. Keyword ３（                     ） 

⑫Write down general meaning of Keyword 3. 

 
⑬Likewise Keyword 1, write down general meaning and felt sense of Keyword 3. You can write freely that you want to 

express.  

 
⑭You can finish this process by putting 「,,,」 to end of the word.  Underline the wiggle line to 2 or 3 phrases that you 

feel are important.  

⑮Collect three keywords and words you lined wiggle-line, and line these words up into blanks of 【】 

 This feeling is【                                            】. 

⑯Feel felt sense newly by looking words lined up. Express felt sense you are feeling in a single sentence. 

My Sentence   
  This feeling is【                                            】. 

 


